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We investigate the dynamics of nanoscale droplets in the vicinity of chemical steps which separate parts of a
substrate with different wettabilities. Due to long-ranged dispersion forces, nanodroplets positioned on one side of
the step perceive the different character of the other side even at a finite distance from the step, leading to a dynamic
response. The direction of the ensuing motion of such droplets depends not only on the difference between the
equilibrium contact angles on these two parts but in particular on the difference between the corresponding Hamaker
constants. Therefore, the motion is not necessarily directed toward the more wettable side and can also be different
from that of droplets which span the step.

I. Introduction

The interest in dynamical wetting phenomena has increased
significantly with the development of micro- and nanofluidic
systems, which allow one to handle minute amounts of liquid
containing, for example, DNA or proteins for chemical analysis
and biotechnology.1,2 In particular, chemically heterogeneous
systems with tailored, spatially varying wetting properties have
found important applications in this context.3,4 In open microf-
luidic systems, fluids are transported on chemical channels, that
is, lyophilic stripes embedded in lyophobic substrates. While
present devices are based mostly on micrometer sized channels,
further miniaturization down to the nanoscale is clearly on the
road map. This will eventually lead to nanofluidic systems for
which a variety of physical phenomena, which on the microscale
and above are either irrelevant or summarized into boundary
conditions, become important.5,6 For the optimization of the
performance of nanofluidic systems, it is critical to understand
the basic fluidic issues occurring on those scales. Recent
theoretical studies of nanoscale fluids on chemically7 and
topographically8 structured substrates have underscored the
importance of such investigations.

Those analytical tools9-12which rely on classical macroscopic
theory are not adequate for this purpose. However, there is a
variety of techniques which allow one to study the present issues
numerically such as molecular dynamics simulations7,13 or
standardcomputational fluiddynamics routines.8Toa largeextent,
the available numerical investigations are based on solving thin
film equations.14-18 In most of theses studies, the chemical

heterogeneities are introduced via abrupt, lateral changes of those
parameters which characterize the potentials of homogeneous
substrates.14,16,17 However, this does not capture the actual
behavior of such substrate potentials, even if the underlying
chemical steps are taken to be atomically sharp.19 Smooth
chemical heterogeneities have been studied in ref 18 by
introducing a continuously varying Hamaker constant. However,
this approach is only applicable for very smooth variations of
the wetting properties. Studies of the dynamics of droplets in the
vicinity of topographic steps have shown that on the nanoscale
a detailed modeling of the substrate and thus of the resulting
effective interface potential is mandatory.8 For a chemical step,
this has been worked out within the framework of microscopic
density functional theory with a view on the morphology of
static wetting films.20-22

Here, we study the paradigmatic case of the dynamics of a
nanodroplet of a simple liquid in the vicinity of a chemical step,
that is, near a sharp and straight boundary between two parts of
a substrate with different wetting properties. Because we want
to focus on the effect of chemical rather than topographical
heterogeneities (in contrast to ref 8), we assume the substrate
surface to be smooth and flat, although in many experimental
systems chemical steps are accompanied by a small topographical
step of a few angstroms up to a nanometer in height. We assume
the step to be formed by two adjacent quarter spaces composed
of different substrate particles, and we analyze the driving force
on the droplets and perform numerical calculations assuming
Stokes flow as the underlying dynamics.

For numerical reasons, we restrict our analysis to two-
dimensional (2D) droplets, corresponding to three-dimensional
(3D) liquid ridges (or rivulets) which are translationally invariant
in the direction parallel to the step. Such liquid ridges have been
experimentally studied, for example, in ref 23. While rivulets
can be unstable with respect to pearling (i.e., the breakup into
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droplets; see ref 24) and therefore might be not particularly
relevant for practical applications, we expect that our results will
carry over qualitatively to the behavior of 3D droplets. Unless
the drop touches or spans the chemical step, the force on the
droplet (defined in, cf., eq 16) is expected to have the same sign
in two and three spatial dimensions.

Since the direction of motion of the droplets is determined by
the forces acting on the droplet, it will be independent of the
underlying dynamics. However, the absolute value of the velocity
depends on the dynamics. Comparisons with molecular dynamics
simulations have shown that hydrodynamic equations reliably
describe the flow of minute amounts of simple liquids on spatial
scales down to a few molecular diameters close to confining
walls.25,26Below these scales, the structure of the liquid deviates
from the bulk structure in that molecular layering can occur. The
droplets reside on and are connected to wetting films with
thicknesses on such microscopic scales (see Figure 1 and ref 27).
Therefore, the dynamics in these wetting films is not well
described by the Stokes dynamics we use. However, these wetting
films exhibit little internal dynamics, as they are thin and strongly
coupled to the substrate. Within our approach, the influence of
these wetting films on the droplet dynamics is limited to removing
the stress singularity at the moving three-phase contact line. It
has turned out that on this basis a quantitatively reliable
hydrodynamicmodeling of the dewetting dynamics of (even
only a few nanometers thick) polymer films is possible.28 The
paper is organized such that in the following section II we discuss

the disjoining pressure in the vicinity of a chemical step, and in
section III we discuss the mesoscopic hydrodynamics of the
droplets. In section IV, we relate the droplet dynamics to the
disjoining pressure induced forces and we discuss, inter alia, the
relevance of our findings for experimental systems in section V.
In section VI, we summarize our results and provide our
conclusions.

II. Modeling of Chemical Heterogeneities

As depicted in Figure 1, we consider a partially wetting,
nonvolatile, and incompressible liquid forming a nanodroplet on
top of a wetting film over a chemical step. The type of chemical
step which we consider here can be viewed as being composed
of two different quarter spaces with each of the two corresponding
upper surfaces coated additionally with a thin layer of a different
material. Assuming purely additive intermolecular interactions,
we can decompose the disjoining pressure into its contributions
from four building blocks, that is, the two quarter spaces forming
the substrate and the two coating layers on the respective parts.

A. The Edge as a Building Block.First, we consider an edge
without surface coating, say the left part of the substrate shown
in Figure 1, which we denote by the superscript (l). Assuming
Lennard-Jones type intermolecular pair potentialsVRâ(r) ) MRâ/
r12 - NRâ/r6, whereMRâ andNRâ are material parameters andR
andâ relating to the liquid inside the droplet and precursor film
(l), the surrounding vapor or gas (l′), the substrate (s), or the
coating (c), the local disjoining pressure (DJP) corresponding to
an edge occupyingΩs

(l) ) {r ∈ R3|x e 0, y e 0, z∈ R} is given
by21,29

with ∆M(l) ) Fl
2Mll + Fl′Fs

(l) Msl′
(l) - FlFl′Mll ′ - FlFs

(l) Msl
(l) and∆N(l)
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Figure 1. The chemical step is translationally invariant along the
z-axis (orthogonal to the image plane). A nanodroplet (full line) is
exposed to the vertically and laterally varying disjoining pressure,
the contour plot of which is shown. Here, both sides of the substrate
are chosen to correspond to theQ case withθeq

(l) ) 97.2° (B(l) ) 0,
C(l) ) 3) andθeq

(r)) 51.3° (B(r) ) 0, C(r) ) 1, q ) 1) (see eqs 8 and
9). Lengths and the disjoining pressures are measured in units ofb(l)

andσ/b(l), respectively. A coating of the substrate is not indicated,
as hereB(l) ) B(r) ) 0, so that forxf (∞ the equilibrium thicknesses
of the underlying wetting film are the same, that is,y0

(l) ) y0
(r) ) y0

) b(l).

Figure 2. Motion of a nanodroplet across three different chemical
steps for theQ case on both sides and forB(l) ) 0, B(r) ) 0, andq
) b(r)/b(l) ) 1.0 so thaty0

(l) ) y0
(r). The uppermost part shows the

initial interface profile. The parameters for the lower three parts are
θeq

(l) ) 97.2° (C(l) ) 3), θeq
(r) ) 51.3° (C(r) ) 1); θeq

(l) ) 97.2° (C(l) )
3), θeq

(r) ) 75.5° (C(r) ) 2); andθeq
(l) ) 120° (C(l) ) 4), θeq

(r) ) 75.5°
(C(r) ) 2) from top to bottom. This means that in all three cases the
right part of the substrate is the more wettable one. The profiles
correspond to timest ) 355, 2000, and 22 025;t ) 375, 8125, and
24 300; andt ) 185, 7800, and 23 500, respectively, in units of
µb(l)/(C(l)σ).

Πe
(l)(x, y) ) ∫Ωs

(l)

∆M(l)

|r - r ′|12
d3r′ - ∫Ωs

(l)

∆N(l)

|r - r ′|6
d3r′

) ∆M(l)Ie
12(l)(x, y) - ∆N(l)Ie

6(l)(x, y) (1)
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) Fl
2Nll + Fl′Fs

(l) Nsl′
(l) - FlFl′Nll ′ - FlFs

(l) Nsl
(l), whereFl, Fl′, andFs

(l)

are the number densities of the liquid, the surrounding fluid, and
the substrate, respectively. In many systems, the density of the
surrounding gas or vapor is negligible, and in the case that it is
the vapor-phase corresponding to the liquid, one hasMll ) Mll ′
andNll ) Nll ′. Equation 1 is also valid for two-fluid systems with
a second immiscible liquid instead of the gas or vapor; however,
the dynamics of such a system differs significantly from the
model in section III. The edge geometry allows one to analytically
calculate both integrals in eq 1, that is,Ie

12(l) andIe
6(l), respectively.

As we shall show below,∆N(l) is proportional to the Hamaker
constant of a semi-infinite substrate composed of that material
which forms the left part of the substrate.

B. The Contribution of a Thin Coating Layer. The
contribution of a thin coating layer of thicknessd(l) on the upper
part of an edgeΩc

u(l) ) {r ∈ R3|x e 0, -d(l) e y e 0, z ∈ R}
to the disjoining pressure is

with ∆N′(l) ) Fl
2Nll - FlFc

(l) Ncl
(l). Here, we have neglected the

effect of the repulsive part of the liquid-coating interaction which
gives rise to a contribution shorter ranged (∼y-10) than the
corresponding term (∼y-9) arising inIe

12(l)(x, y).20,30The DJP of
an edge including the coating of its upper side is therefore given
by

C. Building the Chemical Step.The DJP contribution from
the right-hand side of the substrate (marked with a superscript
(r)) can be obtained analogously. Since the corresponding integrals
Ie
12(r), Ie

6(r), andIc
u(r) for the right-hand side are the mirror images

(with respect to theyz-plane) of their counterparts for the left-
hand side, the former ones can be expressed in terms of the latter
ones, leading to

We shall only consider coatings which are thin compared with
the wetting film. Forxf (∞, the DJP of the coated edge reduces
to that of a coated, laterally homogeneous substrate:

with ∆N′′(r) ) ∆N(r) - ∆N′(r) and∆N′′(l) ) ∆N(l) - ∆N′(l). The
equilibrium thicknessesy0

(l) andy0
(r) of the wetting films on such

substrates is given by the smallest positive zero of the DJP, that
is, Πch

(l)(y ) y0
(l)) ) Πch

(r)(y ) y0
(r)) ) 0. The effective interface

potentials corresponding toΠch
(r)(y) andΠch

(l)(y) are30,31

respectively. The second terms are usually written as-H(r)/
(12πy2) and-H(l)/(12πy2), respectively, whereH(r) ) π2∆N(r)

andH(l) ) π2∆N(l) are the Hamaker constants of the right and
left part of the substrate, respectively.

At this point, we introduce dimensionless quantities (marked
by a asterisk) based on the coefficients of the DJP on the left
part of the substrate. We measure lengths in units ofb(l) ) [2∆M(l)/
(15|∆N(l)|)]1/6, which for ∆N(l) > 0 is the equilibrium wetting
film thickness on theuncoatedhomogeneous substrate. For
polymer films, this length scale is of the order of the radius of
gyrationRg, typically of the order of 1 nm.28 The pressure scale
is given by the surface tensionσ/b(l). With this, far from the edge
(x f (∞), one has

with q ) b(r)/b(l), which is the ratio of the characteristic length
scales on the two substrates (b(r) ) [2∆M(r)/(15|∆N(r)|)]1/6). To
avoid a clumsy notation in the following we drop the asterisks.

In eq 7,B(r) ) π∆N′′(r)d(r)/(2A(r)b(r)4) andB(l) ) π∆N′′(l)d(l)/
(2A(l)b(l)4) quantify the strength of the coating, andC(r) ) A(r)b(l)/σ
and C(l) ) A(l)b(l)/σ determine the strength of the disjoining
pressures relative to the surface tension, whereA(r) ) π(∆M(r)/
45)-1/2(|∆N(r)|/6)3/2 andA(l) ) π(∆M(l)/45)-1/2(|∆N(r)|/6)3/2. We
note that since the pressure scale is given in terms ofb(l), it is
also entering into the definition ofC(r). Since a more refined
analysis of the DJP beyond eq 1 yieldsB(r) * 0 andB(l) * 0 even
in the absence of a coating layer,27,30in the following we consider
B(l) andB(r) as independent parameters.

The contact angles 0< θeq
(r) < π and 0 < θeq

(l) < π of
macroscopic droplets on the right and left part of the substrate,
repsectively, and those values ofC(r), C(l), B(r), B(l), andq, which
give rise to partial wetting, are related via

(see the insets of Figure 2 in ref 8). The actual contact angle of
nanodroplets defined, for example, as their slope at the point of
inflection or via a spherical extrapolation of their top cap toward
the substrate, may differ from the macroscopic value depending
on the size of the nanodroplets and details of the DJP.

In the second terms on the right-hand side of eq 7, the upper
plus (lower minus) sign corresponds to∆N(r) < 0 (∆N(r) > 0)
and∆N(l) < 0 (∆N(l) > 0), respectively. In the following, we
shall refer to these cases as the plusx and the minusQ cases.
The dimensionless form of the DJP (in units ofσ/b(l)) for a single
edge coated with a thin layer on the upper side is given by

(29) Robbins, M. O.; Andelman, D.; Joanny, J. F.Phys. ReV. A1991, 43, 4344.
(30) Dietrich, S.; Napio´rkowski, M. Phys. ReV. A 1991, 43, 1861.
(31) Napiórkowski, M.; Koch, W.; Dietrich, S.Phys. ReV. A 1992, 45, 5760.

∆N′(l) Ic
u(l)(x, y) ) -∫Ωc

u(l)

∆N′(l)

|r - r ′|6
d3r′ (2)

Πce
(l)(x, y) ) Πe

(l)(x, y + d(l)) + ∆N′(l)Ic
u(l)(x, y) (3)

Πce
(r)(x, y) ) ∆M(r) Ie

12(l)(-x, y + d(r)) -

∆N(r) Ie
6(l)(-x, y + d(r)) + ∆N′(r) Ic

u(l)(-x, y) (4)

Πch
(r)(y) ) π∆M(r)

45y9
- π∆N(r)

6y3
+ π∆N′′(l)d(r)

2y4
(5a)

Πch
(l)(y) ) π∆M(l)

45y9
- π∆N(l)

6y3
+ π∆N′′(l)d(l)

2y4
(5b)

Φch
(r)(y) ) π∆M(r)

360y8
- π∆N(r)

12y2
+ π∆N′′(r)d(r)

6y3
(6a)

Φch
(l)(y) ) π∆M(l)

360y8
- π∆N(l)

12y2
+ π∆N′′(l)d(l)

6y3
(6b)

Π/(r)
ch(y*) ) C(r)(q9

y*
9

( q3

y*
3

+ q4B(r)

y*
4 ) (7a)

Π/(l)
ch(y*) ) C(l)( 1

y*
9

( 1

y*
3

+ B(l)

y*
4) (7b)

cosθeq
(r) ) 1 + ∫y0

(r)

∞
Πch

(r)(y) dy ) 1 + Φch
(r)(y0

(r)) (8a)

cosθeq
(l) ) 1 + ∫y0

(l)

∞
Πch

(l)(y) dy ) 1 + Φch
(l)(y0

(l)) (8b)
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Due to the additivity of the interatomic potentials used here,
the DJP of the chemical step can be obtained by superimposing
the DJP of the constitutional parts, that is, the two edges coated
on the upper side. Thus, the DJP of the whole substrate with a
chemical step is given by

Figure 1 shows the contour lines of the DJP across a chemical
step for a typical example.

III. Mesoscopic Hydrodynamics

To probe the influence of the DJP on droplets near and on
chemical steps, we have performed mesoscopic hydrodynamic
calculations based on the 2D Stokes equation for an incompress-
ible liquid of viscosityµ on an impermeable substrate at which
we impose a no-slip boundary condition, that is,u ) 0 at the
substrate surface. While the disjoining pressure calculated in the
previous section takes into account a gas or vapor phase or even
a second fluid on top of the liquid, for the dynamics we assume
the fluid to be surrounded by vacuum, that is, an inviscid and
massless medium. Therefore, we solve the incompressible Stokes
equation

for the flow velocityu ) (ux, uu) and the pressurep only within
the liquid and set the tangential stresses at the liquid surface to
zero. The normal stresses are balanced by the hydrostatic
pressure, the surface tension, and the disjoining pressure, leading
to32,33

with the local mean curvatureκ, the stress tensorτ, and the
surface normal vectorn pointing out of the liquid. By mass
conservation of the nonvolatile liquid, the local normal velocity
V of the liquid surface is given byV ) n‚u at the surface.

The equations of motion are cast into a dimensionless form
by using the length scaleb(l) and the pressure scaleσ/b(l) introduced
in the previous section together with the velocity scaleC(l)σ/µ.
The corresponding time scale isµb(l)/(σC(l)). This means that, in
the regime of low Reynolds numbers, for which the Stokes
equation applies, the viscosity only sets the time scale of the
dynamics but does not change the behavior of the droplets
qualitatively.

We have solved theses equations numerically with a standard
biharmonic boundary integral method.32 This method is based
on formulating the Stokes equation in terms of the stream function
ψ, with ∂yψ ) ux and∂xψ ) -uy, and the vorticityω ) ∂yux -
∂xuy so that eq 11 reads32,33

By invoking Green’s second identity and the Rayleigh-Green
identity, the above equations and therefore the whole dynamics
is mapped onto that of the surface of the liquid. The boundary
conditions can be written in terms ofψ andω as well. At each
time step, spatial discretization leads to a system of algebraic
equations from which the local surface velocity can be calculated.
The surface dynamics is integrated using an Euler scheme.32,33

As initial condition, for this overdamped dynamics, only the
droplet shape has to be specified. To start reasonably close to
the relaxed droplet shape, we choose a hemisphere centerd about
x ) xj which is smoothly connected to the wetting layer, that is,

with the droplet heighta in the center being equal to half the base
width. The distancew of the droplet from the step is then given
by w ) |xj| - a (see Figure 2). Forxj > 0, the thicknessy0 of
the wetting film is given byy0

(r), while we havey0 ) y0
(l) for xj

< 0. In this study, we choosem, which specifies the smoothness
of the transition region from the drop to the wetting layer, to be
10.

IV. Dynamics of Droplets

A. Chemical Steps without Coating.We first consider the
case without coating (B(l) ) B(r) ) 0, which implies that∆N is
negative on both sides, corresponding to theQ case) and with
the same wetting film thickness (q ) 1). Numerical results for
different values ofC(r) andC(l) are shown in Figure 2. At time
t ) 0, droplets of heighta) 15 have been positioned at a distance
w ) 5 (see Figure 2) from the chemical step on the less wettable
substrate.C(l), which describes the ratio of the intermolecular
forces for the left side of the substrate and the surface tension,
was selected such thatθ(l) is close to the contact angle of the
initial droplet prepared with 90° (i.e., 4g C(l) g 3), and therefore,
during theinitial relaxation of the prepared dropletshape, the
distance of the leading edge of the droplet to the chemical step
does not change significantly. Larger values ofC(l) lead to larger
values ofθ(l) for which the distance of the leading edge from the
step would increase. For smaller values ofC(l) (i.e., for θ(l) ,
90°), the distance of the leading edge from the step decreases
during the initial relaxation process and eventually crosses the
step such that the droplet spans the step. This is not the case in
which we are interested here.C(r) was chosen to be smaller than
C(l), so that the right side of the substrate was more wettable. In
all cases shown in Figure 2, the droplets gradually move to the
right, that is, toward the more wettable side, as expected
intuitively, and continue their motion there. This indicates that
the nanodroplets can perceive the presence of the other part of
the substrate even if the leading contact line is at a finite distance
from the chemical step. As a function of time, the wetting layer
thickness changes slightly, which is expected due to the change
of the Laplace pressure as the droplet flattens on the more wettable
right side.

B. Disjoining Pressure Induced Forces.On a homogeneous
substrate, the equilibrium contact angle can be calculated from
the DJP (see eq 8). Applying this formula to inhomogeneous
substrates, one can define a spatially varying “local contact angle”
via

with Π(x, y0(x)) ) 0. ForΠ(x, y) rapidly varying as a function

(32) Kelmanson, M. A.J. Eng. Math.1983, 17, 329.
(33) Betelú, S.; Thomas, L.; Gratton, R.; Marino, B.Int. J. Numer. Methods

Fluids 1997, 25, 1.

Πce
(r)(x, y) ) C(r)[45q9

π
Ie
12(l)(-x, y) ( 6q3

π
Ie
6(l)(-x, y) -

2q4B
(r)

π
Ic
u(l)(-x, y)] (9a)

Πce
(l)(x, y) ) C

(l)[45
π

Ie
12(l)(x, y) ( 6

π
Ie
6(l)(x, y) -

2B(l)

π
Ic
u(l)(x, y)] (9b)

Π(x, y) ) Πce
(l)(x, y) + Πce

(r)(x, y) (10)

∇‚u ) 0 and µ∇2u ) ∇p (11)

n‚τ‚n ) -p + σκ - Π (12)

∇2ψ ) ω and ∇2ω ) 0 (13)

y(x; t ) 0) ) y0 + a[1 - (|x - xj|/a)2]|x-x|m+1 (14)

cosθ(x) ) 1 + ∫y0(x)

∞
Π(x, y) dy ) 1 + Φ(x, y0(x)) (15)
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of x (e.g., in the close vicinity of a chemical step),θ(x) does not
resemble an actual contact angle. However, for large droplets,
∂x θ(x) is related to the lateral force per unit length (of the ridge
in z-direction) acting on a droplet in the direction parallel to the
substrate surface but normal to the chemical step and induced
by the disjoining pressure, that is,

where∂Ωd is the 3D surface of the droplet (i.e., of the ridge),
∆z is its length in the direction parallel to the step, andnx is the
x-component of the outward surface normaln.

For a microscopic droplet, the forcef (per unit length) is a
nontrivial function of its size. Here, we focus on nanodroplets
which are large enough (a > 10) such that∫y0(x)

a Π(x, y) dy ≈
∫y0(x)

∞ Π(x, y) dy. For these droplets, the forcef in eq 16 can be
approximately expressed in terms of the “local contact angles”
(see eq 15)θr andθl at the right and left contact line, respectively.
Parametrizing the droplet surface byy ) h(x) and splitting the
integral in eq 16 into two parts, one for the left half and one for
the right half of the droplet, expressing the integration in terms
of an integral with respect toy, and comparing the two resulting
integrals with the definition in eq 15, one obtains

with the position of the droplet center denoted asxj (see Figure
2). For smoothly varying DJP (which is only the case if both
contact lines are on the same side of the chemical step and for
w . 1), one hasΠ(xj + a, y) - Π(xj - a, y) ≈ 2a∂x Π(xj, y), so
that for approximately symmetric droplets

If Π(x, y) varies monotonically,f and-∂θ/∂xhave the same sign
even for larger droplets, that is, for droplets for which the
difference of the cosines of the contact anglesθr andθl cannot
be expressed in terms of the gradient ofθ(x). Since in the cases
studied here the differences of the equilibrium contact angles on
the two parts of the substrate are relatively small, we have
estimatedf(xj) by considering droplets with the shape used as the
initial condition for the Stokes dynamics (see eq 14) but centered
at x ) xj.

Figure 3a showsθ(x) as defined in eq 15 in the vicinity of the
chemical step for the parameters used in Figure 2.θ(x)
monotonically decreases fromθeq

(l) to θeq
(r) and, as shown in Figure

3b, the force acting on droplets of initial heighta) 15 is positive
for all positionsxj of the drop. The force curve has a rather flat,
plateaulike shape with a maximum atxj ) 0 and varies sharply
if one of the contact lines is located near the chemical step. This
result is in agreement with the numerical calculations, and it
explains why the droplet speed decreases with the distance from
the step.

C. Different Wetting Layer Thicknesses across the Step.
In the case discussed in section 4.1, that is, with the same
thicknesses of the wetting layer and without coating (B(l) ) B(r)

) 0 andq) 1), the local contact angleθ(x) changes monotonically
from left to right (Figure 3a). This is not necessarily the case,
in particular, for steps between materials generating different
thicknesses of the wetting layer, and for two substrates with
different forms of the DJP, that is,Q on the left andx on the
right side.

Figure 4 shows a contour plot of the DJP for a case in which
the wetting layer thickness differs; here,B(l) ) B(r) ) 0 andq

) 1.25 so that the wetting layer is thicker on the right side than
on the left side. For this case,θ(x) andf(xj) are depicted in Figure
5; eq 8 reduces to cosθeq

(r) ) 1 - 0.375C(r)q and cosθeq
(l) ) 1 -

0.375C(l). With our choice forC(l) ) 3, one hasθeq
(r) > θeq

(l) for
C(r) > 2.4. However, outside a small region around the step,∂xθ
> 0 on both sides of the step for values ofC(r) down to
approximately 1.6. This means that for 1.6< C(r) < 2.4 droplets
are expected to move to the left even although the right part of
the substrate has a smaller equilibrium contact angle. This is
confirmed by analyzing the DJP induced force on the droplets
(see Figure 5b). As in Figure 3, the force has a plateau forxj ≈
0, and for large droplets the plateau height is described well by
eq 17. This figure also shows that drops spanning the step will
move to the right for 1.6< C(r) < 2.4 such that these drops as
well as drops starting on the right-hand side will stop and get
stuck with the left contact line pinned to the step. The reason for
this is thatf changes sign as this contact line crosses the chemical
step. ForC(r) > 2.4, we observe a double sign change which
indicates that a droplet starting on the now less wettable right-
hand side will be stopped and pinned by the chemical step as
it moves toward the left-hand side. This is also reflected in the

f ) 1
∆z∫∂Ωd

Π(x, y) nx dS (16)

f ≈ cos(θr) - cos(θl) ≈ cosθ(xj + a) - cosθ(xj - a) (17)

f ≈ -2a sin θ ∂θ/∂x|x)xj (18)

Figure 3. (a) “Local contact angle”θ(x) (see eq 15) and (b) lateral
forcef(xj) per unit length of the liquid ridge (eq 16) for droplets with
a ) 15 as a function of the droplet centerxj (see Figure 2) in the
vicinity of a chemical step separating two parts of the substrate with
C(l) ) 3, B(l) ) B(r) ) 0, andq ) 1, for various values ofC(r). Both
substrate sides correspond to theQ case.f is measured in units ofσ.
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change ofθ(x) shown in Figure 5a, even thoughθ(x) loses its
physical meaning close tox ) 0.

To confirm these theoretical predictions, we have performed
a series of numerical calculations by positioning a nanodroplet
at a distancew ) 5 on the right-hand side of the chemical step.
For the caseC(r) ) 2.15, that is, if the nanodroplet (witha ) 15)
is initially positioned on the more wettable part of the substrate,
the results of these calculations are shown in Figure 6. This
droplet moves to the left (i.e., counterintuitively toward the less
wettable substrate), slows down, and stops when its advancing
contact line touches the chemical step. A droplet initially spanning
the step moves to the right, as expected, but stops when its receding
contact line gets pinned by the step. Droplets completely located
on the left part of the substrate move away from the chemical
step, that is,away from themorewettable substrate, with the
velocity decreasing as the distance from the step increases. These
numerical results are in complete agreement with our analysis
of the effective DJP induced force.

D. Chemical Steps with Coating Layers.∂x θ(x) will be
non-monotonous even forq ) 1 if the long-ranged contributions
to the DJP have a different sign for the two sides of the substrate.
As an example, Figure 7 shows a contour plot of the disjoining
pressure in the vicinity of the chemical step for thex case on
the left side and theQ case on the right side. In the plus case,
the disjoining pressure approaches zero from above asy f ∞,
while in the minus case it is negative for ally > y0. Therefore,
contour lines corresponding to positive values occur only on the
left-hand side. Figure 8 showsθ(x) andf(xj) for the same values
of B(l), B(r), q, andC(l) as in Figure 7 but for various values of
C(r).∂xθ(x) is positive outside a narrow region around the chemical
step. This indicates that the droplet will move to the left
independent of the relative values ofθeq

(l) andθeq
(r), although it will

be pinned at the step if coming from the right. This is confirmed
by the analysis off(xj) in Figure 8b. If both contact lines are on
the same side of the step, one hasf(|xj| > a) < 0. However, if
the droplet spans the step, that is, for|xj| < a, the force is positive
for θeq

(l) > θeq
(r) (here, forC(r) < 1) and negative forθeq

(l) < θeq
(r). In

this case, the drop is driven toward the more wettable part of the
substrate.

V. Discussion

A. Droplets Spanning the Chemical Step.For droplets
spanning the chemical heterogeneity, according to eq 17, the
lateral DJP induced force per unit ridge length reduces to

For macroscopic droplets, that is, fora f ∞, one hasθ(a) ) θeq
(r)

andθ(-a) ) θeq
(l) (see eqs 8 and 15), and therefore one recovers

the following well-known expression for macroscopic liquid
ridges:3,10

For the first cases considered in section IV (i.e.,B(l) ) B(r) )
0 andq ) 0, see Figure 3), we haveθeq

(r) < θ(a) andθeq
(l) > θ(-a),

which implies thatf > fmacro, that is, the macroscopic models
underestimate the driving force on the nanodroplets on the
chemical step. This is not always the case, in particular ifθ(x)
is non-monotonic as in the other two cases considered above
(see Figure 5 forC(r) > 1.6 and Figure 8). In these cases, we have
θeq

(r) > θ(a) and θeq
(l) < θ(-a), which implies thatf < fmacro.

Therefore, the macroscopic models can both over- or underes-

Figure 4. Contour plot of the DJP in the vicinity of a chemical step
between two substrates withC(l) ) 3, C(r) ) 2.15,B(l) ) B(r) ) 0,
andq ) 1.25 (implyingθeq

(l) ) 97.2° andθeq
(r) ) 90.4°). Both parts

of the substrate correspond to theQ case.

Figure 5. (a) “Local contact angle”θ(x) (eq 15) and (b) lateral
forces f(xj) (eq 16) for droplets witha ) 15 in the vicinity of a
chemical step between two substrates withC(l) ) 3, B(l) ) B(r) )
0, andq ) 1.25 for various values ofC(r). Both parts of the substrate
correspond to theQ case.f is measured in units ofσ.

f ) cosθ(a) - cosθ(-a) (19)

fmacro) cosθeq
(r) - cosθeq

(l) (20)
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timate the force on the nanodroplets. However, becauseθeq(x)
approachesθeq

(r) andθeq
(l) rather rapidly asx f (∞, the differences

between the microscopic and the macroscopic force are relatively
small.

B. Droplets Completely on one Side of the Step.In contrast
to the case in which the droplet spans the step, for droplets which
are completely on one or the other side of the step (i.e., with both
contact lines on the same side of the step), the force predicted
by macroscopic models is exactly zero. Therefore, in this case,
even a small force amounts to a qualitative difference in the
macroscopic prediction. In all the cases we considered, the
direction of motion of a droplet near a chemical step is determined
by the sign of∂x θ(x), which is the same as the sign of-dΦ(x,
y0(x))/dx(see eq 15). ExpandingΠ(x,y) for large|x|up toO(|x|-3),
one finds on both sides of the step the limiting value for a

homogeneous substrate (see eq 7). This means that the wetting
film thicknessy0(x) is independent ofx up to this order. To
leading order in 1/x, the sign of∂x θ(x) is therefore given by the
partial derivative ofΦ(x, y0) with respect tox, which happens
to be the same on both sides of the chemical step and which is
given by

with the plus and minus signs in front ofC(r) andC(l) corresponding
to the x and Q cases on the right and the left-hand sides,
respectively. This means that far from the step the droplets move
in the same direction on both sides of the step. For instance, for
the case discussed in Figure 5 (withB(l) ) B(r) ) 0), the equilibrium
contact angle can be shown to be larger on the right side of the
step ifqC(r) > C(l), that is, forC(r) > 2.4, and the droplets move
to the left forC(r) > C(l)/q3 ) 1.536 and|xj| > a, in agreement
with the numerical results. Equation 21 also indicates that the
motion of the droplet is only appreciable near the chemical step.

Figure 6. Motion of a nanodroplet near a chemical step in theQ
case on both sides,B(l) ) B(r) ) 0, C(l) ) 3, C(r) ) 2.15, andq )
1.25 (implyingθeq

(l) ) 97.2° andθeq
(r) ) 90.4°; compare Figure 5),

starting at different positions. The droplet shapes are shown, top to
bottom, att ) 170, 100, and 45 (dashed) and att ) 4750, 4300, and
40 000 (solid), respectively.

Figure 7. Contour plot of the DJP in the vicinity of a chemical step
separating two substrates (x case on the left side, andQ case on the
right side) withB(l) ) -2.762,C(l) ) 2, B(r) ) -1, C(r) ) 1, and
q) 1 (implyingθeq

(l) ) 73.5° andθeq
(r) ) 77.7°). The different coatings

of the two parts of the substrate associated with the nonzero values
of B(l) andB(r) are indicated in the figure.

Figure 8. (a)θ(x) and (b) dimensionless lateral forcesf(xj) for droplets
with a ) 15 in the vicinity of a chemical step separating two types
of substrates (x case on the left side, andQ case on the right side)
with B(l) ) -2.762,C(l) ) 2, B(r) ) -1, q ) 1, and various values
of C(r). f is measured in units ofσ. The different coatings of the two
parts of the substrate associated with the nonzero values ofB(l) and
B(r) are indicated in the figures.

∂x θ(x) =
3

4|x|3
[-( (q3)C(r) ( C(l)] + O(|x|-4) (21)
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Our numerical calculations show that for a droplet witha ) 15
and for the conditions given in Figures 2, 6, and 8 the speed of
the droplet reduces drastically for|w| > 15.

According to eqs 18 and 21 and the expressions given in
section II, it turns out that the lateral force on a droplet in the
vicinity of a chemical step is given by the difference of the
coefficients of the long-ranged part of the substrate potential
only. This allows one to express eq 21 (in its dimensional form)
in terms of the Hamaker constantsH(l) andH(r) on the left- and
right-hand sides, respectively:

The dimensional form of eq 18 leads to the following expression
for the force on a ridge of width 2a:

We note that in eq 23 the surface tensionσ drops out. To this
order in 1/x, the force vanishes if the Hamaker constants on both
sides of the chemical step are identical. This is the case if the
substrate is chemically structured only by a difference in the
surface coating rather than in the bulk substrate itself (see, e.g.,
ref 34). In this case, the lateral force decays as a function ofx
according to a power law with an exponent increased by 1, that
is, ∼|x|-4.

Focusing only at the long-ranged part of the lateral, disjoining
pressure induced forces (i.e., for a droplet located completely on
one side of the step), the top part of a topographical step (or an
edge) as discussed in ref 8 can be considered as an extreme case
of a chemical step with one Hamaker constant being exactly
zero. For the experimentally frequently used system polystyrene
(PS) on silicon, the Hamaker constant is negative withHPS/Si)
-2 × 10-19 J.35,36Using novel atomic force microscopy based
deposition techniques, droplets with diameters less than 2a )
100 nm can be positioned on a substrate.37,38 Considering a
polystyrene droplet with this diameter positioned atxj ) 2a from
a silicon edge, eq 18 predicts a forcef ≈ 1.5× 10-6 N/m, which
is at least 4 orders of magnitude larger than the gravitational
force on a droplet of 100 nm diameter.

However, there are also substrate-liquid combinations with
a positive Hamaker constant such as polystyrene on silicon oxide
with HPS/SiO) 2 × 10-20 J. For a chemical step formed by two
(uncoated) quarter spaces filled by Si and SiO, due to their
different sign, the contrast between the two Hamaker constants
is higher than that for the edge considered above where one
Hamaker constant is zero. Therefore, the lateral force for this
compound is larger than the estimate given above for the edge.
Since the bulk materials of the step are different, in leading
order, the lateral force is independent of a potential coating on
either side of the step such as octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) or
dodecyltrichlorosilane (DTS). Such coatings allow one to change
the equilibrium contact angle of polystyrene on Si (with a native
SiO layer) from roughly 7° 35,36 (without coating) to about 70°
on an OTS or DTS coating.39 This degree of freedom can be

exploited to increase the amplitude of the lateral force (see eq
23) by almost a factor of 10.

C. Experimental Perspectives.Experimentally, a chemical
step will be typically accompanied by a small topographical
step, for example, on the order of a few angstroms as in ref 34.
The aforementioned correspondence between chemical and
topographical steps shows that the lateral DJP induced force on
a droplet would not be significantly affected by the presence of
a change in topography as long as the droplet does not touch the
step.Theseconsiderationsare relevantbecause typically substrates
are chemically patterned by thin coatings rather than by a change
in bulk properties. However, with modern lithographic methods,
deep trenches with high aspect ratios have been produced, for
example, in Si40 or Ni,41 which could be filled with another
material, realizing chemical steps with changed bulk properties.
To observe the phenomena discussed in this paper, the trenches
should be at least 100 nm deep (i.e., on the order of the droplet
size), but the width can be larger. To obtain larger differences
in Hamaker constants, a metallic substrate would be the preferred
choice. Preparing smooth surfaces on such substrates to avoid
contact line pinning is a challenge, but as a first step it suffices
to create smoothness on one side of the chemical step. A further
method to produce surfaces with underlying bulk chemical steps
is to make cuts through materials containing precipitates or
through sintered agglomerates.

In practical terms, a chemical step between Si and SiO bulk
materials as considered in the numerical example above is not
the best system to verify the theoretical predictions discussed in
this paper because under environmental conditions Si is always
covered with a native oxide layer of at least a nanometer thickness,
which is not thin as compared with the thickness of the wetting
layer of polystyrene. This reduces significantly the effective
chemical contrast between the two substrate parts. Furthermore,
it is not clear whether the deposition methods used in refs 37 and
38 can be applied to polystyrene. The optimal material system
to probe the predicted dynamic phenomena would consist of a
nonvolatile liquid of which droplets with less than 100 nm
diameter can be positioned in the direct vicinity of a step between
two materials with Hamaker constants of opposite sign. In
addition, the contact angle of the liquid should be rather high at
least on one side of the step and pinning should be negligible
so that the droplets do not get stuck. Last but not least, the
viscosity of the droplets should be moderate such that the droplet
motion is neither too fast nor too slow for the experimental
observation technique (e.g., optics or electron microscopy).
Taking 1 nm and 0.03 N/m as typical values ofb and σ,
respectively, for the parameters used in Figures 2 and 6, one
obtains as the time scaleµ/A values of the order of 10-8 µ/Pa.
For µ between 1000 and 10 000 Pa s (PS at different temper-
atures28), the droplet velocities in our simulations range roughly
from 0.1 to 0.01µm/s. Because the fast initial shape relaxation
of the droplet can already lead to significant lateral motion in
the vicinity of surface heterogeneities, eventually masking the
lateral motion due to the long-ranged dispersion forces, the initial
droplet should have a shape close to the relaxed one.

D. The Force on 3D Droplets.Our analysis is restricted to
liquid ridges which are translationally invariant along their axes.
However, we expect that our arguments and conclusions carry
over qualitatively to actual 3D droplets. Equation 16 can be
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2001, 13, 4925.
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2006, 128, 6774.
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Lett. 2004, 95, 127801.
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∂x θ(x) =
3

4σ|x|3
(H(l) - H(r)) + O(|x|-4) (22)

f = -
3a sin θ(x)

2|x|3
(H(l) - H(r)) (23)
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extended to 3D droplets in a straightforward manner, leading to
the following expression for the forceF on the droplets:

In contrast to the ridge, the surfaces∂Ωd of 3D droplets are
finite.

VI. Summary and Conclusions

In summary, we have outlined a theoretical approach which
allows one to study in detail the behavior of nanodroplets near
as well as on chemical heterogeneities. Our investigation reveals
the dynamics of nanodroplets in the vicinity of chemical
heterogeneities caused by long-ranged forces. We have shown
that the direction of motion of the droplets is, to leading order
in the distance from the step, determined by the competition of
the van der Waals forces acting between the droplet and the two
different materials of the substrate, that is, the difference in the
Hamaker constants (see eq 23), rather than by the equilibrium
contact angles which depend also on the short-ranged parts of
interaction potentials and on the subleading terms in the disjoining
pressure. If the van der Waals forces direct the droplet toward
the less wettable material, the droplet will stop as soon as the
advancing contact line hits the step. Otherwise, it will continue
at a velocity rapidly decreasing with the distance from the step.
Droplets which span the chemical step will move toward the
more wettable substrate; however, the receding contact line can
be pinned by the step.

This study demonstrates that taking into account the effect of
long-ranged intermolecular forces is mandatory for accurately
controlling and guiding the liquids in open nanofluidic systems.
Recent experiments have shown that the arrangement of droplets
on structured substrates can be explained by their crossing of
chemical steps from the less wettable to the more wettable side.42

Our study indicates that in general there can be free-energetic
barriers to this process which would result in significantly altered
patterns. Our analysis also provides a microscopic approach to
the pinning and depinning of three-phase contact lines at chemical
surface heterogeneities which goes beyond the macroscopic
picture of a sharp transition between regions of different
wettability on a substrate23,43-47 or the phenomenological
mesoscopic approach of introducing lateral variations of the
parameters entering into the effective interface potential.48
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Notations and Symbols

a droplet height, dimensionless
A material dependent parameter, N/m2

b thickness of wetting layer, m
B coating parameter, dimensionless

C ratio of intermolecular and surface tension forces (Ab/
σ), dimensionless

DJP disjoining pressure, N/m2 (in dimensional form)
f force per unit length, dimensionless
F force, N
h film thickness, m
H Hamaker constant (π2∆N), J
m parameter in eq 18
k Boltzmann constant, 1.38× 10-23 m2 kg s-2 K-1

M material parameter, Jm12

n unit surface normal vector, dimensionless
N material parameter, Jm6

p pressure, dimensionless
r distance, m
r distance vector, m
t time, dimensionless
T temperature, K
u velocity vector, dimensionless
x, y, z coordinates, m (in dimensional form)
xj, yj, zj droplet center coordinates, dimensionless
y0 thickness of wetting layer, m (in dimensional form)
w distance of the nearest edge of the droplet form the step,

dimensionless

Greek letters

θ contact angle
κ curvature, dimensionless
µ viscosity, Ns/m2

Π disjoining pressure, N/m2 (in dimensional form)
F number density, m-3

σ surface tension, N/m
τ stress tensor
Φ effective interface potential, J/m2

ψ stream function, dimensionless
ω vorticity, dimensionless
Ω volume, m3 (in dimensional form)
∂Ω surface, dimensionless

Subscripts

c coating
d droplet
eq equilibrium
g gyration
l liquid of the droplet and the wetting layer
l′ surrounding fluid
macro macroscopic
n normal
s substrate
t tangential
x lateral
y vertical
R, â liquid or solid
/ dimensionless

Superscripts

u upper
/ dimensionless
(l) left-hand side
(r) right-hand side
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